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This paper presents a study of the behavior· of an 
FM system with carrier-to-noise ratios in the threshold region.
 
Although work has been done to determine the long-term average 
signal-to-noise ratio of th~ receiver and the output noise 
spectrum, this study was directed toward determination of the.-
statistical distribution of the noise output~ 
The nonlinear nature of frequency modulation plus 
the statistical character of random noise provide a problem 
' 
!\ 
which is not subject. to any simple,analysis. Recent work by 
S.· O. Rice and other investigators has provided some under-
. 
. 
standing of the behavior of FM systems near threshold. The 
methods used provide approximations.to various output param-
eters,. plus some insight .to the natur~ of the output distribu-
tion. A brie-f explanation of some previous works and their 
~ 
applicat-ion to an understanding of the statistical properties 
.. .. - - ·- --
- ~-
of FM receiver noise is ~ncluded~ 
... 
.. 
. The use --of· computer simulations often simplify 
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problem.solutions ~nd p~ovide a·closer approximation to the 
·- -------
· - . --
- -- -





This ·me-tho-d is sug'gested in th-e- study of_ FM· noise. \~ 
· real ·case. 





T-h-e method· uti_lizes . a phaser· representation of ca~rier plus 
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- ' I. Introduct.ion . 
A necessary prerequisite for the proper utilization 
of a communications system is a thorough knowledge of the 
noise properties of the system. Such a knowledge enables one 
to effect a useful separation of information from noise when 
· -- the system exhibits· a low carrier-to-noise ratio. The use ot 
such knowledge is apparent in applications involving space_ 
r vehicles where long distances and low transmitter powers neces-
sitate receiver optimization techniques .. A similar need exists 
for many earthbound communications systems where economic ~ 
limitations place the design emphasis on the .receiving end. 
J 
Some or· the original investigators of FM system 
prope..rties dernoristrat·ed, both experimentally and analyti·cally, 
the signal-to-noise ratio improvement characteristics ·for 
wideband FM. 1 ' 2 It was soon noted, however, that 'the predicted 
improvement did- not exist for all carrier-to~noise ratios.' It 
was found that tJle improvement was relatively· constant until 
' 
' 
·th.e "carrier-to-noise ratio was reduced to a certain -"threshold." 
. 











-. -- . -----------·--- -- i~lY' 
ff,~ 
·region. A further reduction in carrier~to-noise--r-atio-- th·en ----~-----· -------,~-
:resulted in a rapid deterioration of signal-to-noise ratio. . I 
- Later investigation showed that the threshold conqit_i.. __ QJltl ________ · ____________ . ---,· --------lf!~-L.---~~~-~--:--:-~.----··~----·~-~-~-~----~---~-~--~---~----------·------~- -·--·· -·-'··--·-·· --- l·.-:- ···-···· .: .. ----~·-·----... ·~----·--·· ... --·. ·-· -·--·-
-_. · --,-·_. -··-· .. ~~--: ___ ..... ,-----··--.. ·-·--: ~fi:?1 
occurI'ed wit,h a Cai'I'ier-to-Iloise ratio of approximat_ely- 10 db _3,4, 5 · . . I 
-----·-··--·· . C:' 
' 
' . 
- .. ,_ . • 
. . 
. - ' • 
. 
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:-:-·.- ;, --~------------·=--·-,. . ,-:-· .--~ -=--=----~~ /;~_:._,_ ;:· - . -·:· 
- ~- -
:i~:t:'i.-
(i~e~, >10-~b}or··very small (i.e., <<O db) and.th~·;,input· noise 
~!c-'--' -~---'-----.. -.· a.1so has a:._GausSian-dist.ribU.fj_(>ll':"- -Th:is·-\'i-a~·;-~~h~w~----an·a.~-:it-i-~all·y-· ----= .... , "C' 
. by later irrV'estig~torS • J., 4 ,S However, in the region of' threshpld 













. the noise output was thought to have a non-Gaussian distribu-
tion. This idea originated by experiments near threshold. It 
was found that the noise contained excess large amplitude ex~ 
· cursions; ·that is, such levels oc6ur with a gre~ter probability 
than predicted by a Gaussian distrib~tion with the sa~e rms 
value. 
The purpose of thi~ study ~as to explain·the behavior 
of an FM system near the threshold region and to provide a 
= qualitative discussion of the output distribution. The ~ethod 
' ' ._.--c·- -·· •• ' 
used involves an extension of the phasor representation of· 
carrier and noise· used in many discussions on this subject and 
developed early -in the study of FM noise. 
. - . -- --·----- - - -- --- . 
" 
A real system consisting of FM-FDM (frequency divi-
s·i·o-n· multiplex) equipment~'was also used to determ.ine experi-




mentally the noise distribution in the threshold region. These 
-;,_ 
' ' ' 'L • 
--investigations co~er the range of. carrier-to-noise ratios.from 
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· "~ II. Statistical Properties of Random Noise 
--~~-· • oc·c•••o--•-. I 
- - --~·==.=----
Narr OW band random noise can be represented as~ sine . 
.. '. - . •. . 
w_ave of center frequency w varying both in an1pli tude and 
0 
phase. 6,7 The co~~esponding noise current can be represented 
as 
-- ---- -----·------~-
R(t)cos[w t + ~(t)] 
0 
-----
-----·-" --~ . 
(2.1) 
where R(t) is its time varying amplitude, ~(t) its instantaneous 
phase·variation, and w is the center (angular) frequency. 
. - 0 
The ·amplitude R(t) has a Rayleigh distribution; hence, 




where a represe:nt:e: the ·standard: .d-e-vi·at.io.n. arid t.he. rms. v.-al-tie .. o=:f· 
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Narrowband random noise can also be represented by 
in-phase and quadrature components. For a noise current 
, . ...,. .. -- _-,.,;:fle>'---·s·.- ---.-:-···----· --
(2.4) 
4 
. ' ... 
- - - -----.-'-~ . _, .. _ 
... :i. 
- . 
where x(t) and y(t) are independent Gaussian variables and 
w0 is the center frequency. The corresponding probability 
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Eq·ui valence between- --the. two representations ·can_ be showr1 as 
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allows. 
-,:_- - .. coordinB.teS of a :Pandom point M on .a plane, then the proba-
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pCx,y) = p(x)p(y) • 
Changing from rectangular to polar coordinates: 
~- R+dR 21T 2 2 
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·Integrating and di Viding by dR ~-. ~--
- __ ,;.: .. -_ 
(~.8) 
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results. .The absepce of .t'h:e ph-as·e term <f> from the integrand .. 
.. J 
in eq·. {.2,,'7.) means -th·e distribution of <P(t) is uniform. 
An addi.ti_onal _representat.'iori of n·arrowband ,n•ois:e . ., ··.:·:-·"·--
··. from_which the preceding Il1ay_be derived, is a:1so posslbie. 6 , 8 
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may be written, where 
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~or a Gaussian· noise· process x and x are G-aussian en sr1 
random variables which become statistically uncorrelated as 
( 
the interval T 1:.ncreases-- with-out limit . That is. 
-lim X X = 0. 




Writing-- wn· = 
.. (w ~w ) .+ w , where: w - is th.e radian 
. · n · . o o --o 
·:ce.hter· :frequency- of ,the narrowband random no:ise process., 
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c,, __ ..,_" --.:--:--::_,,;-!.' --
= I: [xcncos(w -w )t + x sin(w -w )t] 
- n o sn n o (2.11) 
n=l 
- .. _ ·--:--R .... ~ ~ - ·-. 
00 
x8 (t) = [ 
n=l 
[x sin(w -w )t -en n o . x cos(w -w )t] sn n o (2.12) 
"' 
Since x ·ct) and x (t) consist or a·surn 6f Gaussian C S 
variates they are also Gaussian variates. 
and (2.12) the result 
From eqs. (2.11) 
r r'-
lim xc (t )x8~(t): = T~oo Q .. 
i_:s·· obtained·. For a :rtoi,se: :curr·ent e_q-~ · {~2: •. lf) 1.-$ Elimila~ to 
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III. Threshold characteristics 
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The signal-to-noise ratio improvement character-
.. 
i~tics of wideband FM were demonstrated experimentally by 
E. H. Armstrong in 1936. 1 The following year M. G. Crosby 
2 published a paper showing analytically and experimentally 
simila~=results. Crosby also demonstrated the existence of 
the improvement threshold. 
The term, signal-to-noise ratio, is taken here as 
the ratio of mean signal power to mean noise power. 
8 
To.determine the improvement characteristics we 
begin by assuming an ideal FM receiver consisting of an ideal 
rectangular bandpass IF amplifier of bandwidth 2B Hz, an ideal 
limiter which removes all amplitude variations, an ide·a1 dis-
criminator with an output voltagci directly proportional to. 
-
: the instantaneous rrequ~ncy, and an! ideal low-pass filter,9£ 
bandwidth f m Hz w·here f m is the maximum frequency of the 




_ Assuming a modulation. sig:nal of the f-orm 
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where a =·~w/w is the modulation index. m 
The average ·power of the FM wave is 
-~·. 
• 
·and-· is independent o·f t-_h:e modtrl .. a.t1··0:n.... The instantaneous 
freque-ncy __ _ 
/ ., 
. .. - . . 
where a :is th.e. phas.:e_ o·f v_c (t). -== A
0
:cos :a.:(:t_) •. The output-~ from the 
dis.crimi.:nator · t.s :pr-o:porti.ona.l t.o th·e in:s·t·antaneous frequency, 
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pass only the-modulation frequ~ncy components. For this case 
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From eq. (3.5) the average output power is 
.. 
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assuming a normalized load. 
To determine the output noise power, assume an 
unmodulated carrier plus noise. Assume the noise has a 
spectral deDsity of z watts/Hz, uniformly distributed through-
out the 2B Hz bandwidth of the IF amplifier. Using a noise 
' representation consisting of~ discrete number of sine waves 
each having equal amplitude-and arbitrary phase and spaced 
df Hz apart> the ~oise component ~t frequency re+ f is 
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After limiting,a constant amplitude phase modulated 
. -si-gnal. voltage 
.. 
-A C1os[wct +. 8.('.t.:):J (3·.:11_):. 
· results. 
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1. e. , the 'Q, output of the discriminator is proportional to the 
frequency difference between the noise term and the carrier. 
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is ·the powe~ S'p.ectral density of Ff'1. ho·ise at the dis crim:i.nator 
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T~e to~al.noise __ power at the·1ow-pas~_filt~~ output is. 
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2zf · m 
Since 2zf m = N c' the total· noise power itt 'the AM sidebanQ:s, 
and a = 6w/w_m 
" . 
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As t~e carr_ier power ·is reduc_ed the assumptions _re-
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and the approximation Ac>> An will no longer be valid. In 
fact, A begins to exceed A a significant number of times 
n C 
before the carrier-to-noise ratio drops to O db. Taking 
1 perc~nt as a significant figure for the number of times 
. IA I exceeds IA I, the carrier-to-noise ratio can be deter~ n C 
.mined at that point. 
- ., ,t• 
_, 
.99 = 1 
l21r a 
.. ' 








Assuming Gaussian noise at the IF 
• 
A 
c ·_ x2 /2cr2 




Then_ ~.- - .:, - ··" .. -
.. ' 
_ __,. : I 
-
.6::.-.:65 = -8 .• ·2 db-. 
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T·his compare-s wi t.h the· value of -10 db estab·11s·hed experimentally 
· '·as the_ b~ginning .or· the threshold r~gion. :Tabie· (3.1) illus-
.. .l. 
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_ -~~,.=--~>--.- .. h .. ·.- ____ The effect of noise near the threshold region can be 
- ,,~. =-~ -,, best demonstrated by a method described b·y S. O. ·Rice. 11 Con-
sider the phasor diagram of Fig. (3.1). With the • carrier un-
. _. ,.,!.,---_ --- •. ---. -~ - -~ 
~ 
modulated we have the situation shown, where x(t) and y(t) 
,.I. 
JI' I 
---~ .represent the in-ph-ase and quadrature components of A (t), 
- n 
·-·· 
JR(t)I represents the magnitude of the resultant vector, and 
. 
. 8(t) represents the instantaneous deviation angle. The radius 
of the circle Q is equal to IAnl' the RMS value of the noise .. 
Assume the radius of Q to be approximately 1/3 of A. This 
. . C 
., 
represents a.- carrier-to-noise pow .. er ratio of 9. 5 db. . About 




Occasionally An ( t) w1·11 exceed Ac. · This might occur for any 
. I 
·' 
• ' - .,._ ... --=·c,,:.c..·- ... - .• 
' 
value of~- However; when this occurs at· the same time that 
·- -- - ··----····- ·. ~ ·----·--·-"'·---------------------- - ------- ·--·· ' -I 
~ pas~es tbrough TI.radians, e changes by approximately +2n · 
radians. ·~The. result is an ·1mpuls.e ·or area approximately +2-n: 
radians for d8/dt. When An(·t) ~s slightly ·1es~ than A and 
. C 
~ passes through n,. ·,the res.ult for d6/dt is two consecutive 
. ·•. . .. 
-pulses · o.f · area q.ppro~im~teiy. -,rwi th opposi t·e si·gns. 
effects are.- illustrated in Fig. (3. 2). 
- . 
These 
... - .9. 
:i·.·'.·/\t 
·cc,···,;--· -·--.,~--==~-~~-------_---- _=-.-_ --~~;:::_~:~-;· -'-~I~t:·:·.~:c·ari ·be··-·s-ee~~--iri- .-(b) t·hat the--dis-cri.Rli-nafcJr·- ou.t°i>-ut --- -.·-~-- - ·.··· .. 
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_ . . . output f~om th,~ -discrimin~tor is then passed through a low7 . , I 
. .. . 
. --. . . . .. -- ; i .•. •.:.i.:..\f.t 
. . ·- ·_ ·_ . . . . .. . ... ·. . . .· ._ . .-.. 
· pass filter only those pulses' of area· +2,r cont!'ibute · to the· j~j 
-
~_:_.-,:;i;:~ 
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16 
.occasional pulse, or "click" (as termed by Rice). , The remainder 
of the time the discriminator output, d8/dt, assumes a Gaussian 
form. The discriminator output may then be thought of as being 
composed of these two components. This idea is illustrated in 
Fig. (3.3). 
The output from the .low-pass filter can be qualita-
tively determined from the above. When the carrier-to-noise 
ratio is large, the click rate will be_extremely __ small, and 
-
the output wil~ appear Gaussian. As the ratio is reduced the 
' 
J 
average click occurrence frequency f 1 , will become significant . C 
when compared to fm' where fm is the bandpass of the-filter. 
This.will result in a distribution containing a significant 
number of sa,i:nples exceeding that predicted by the Gaussian 
. ·- -- - :- .- - _" -"". - -
:.:;. 
distribution function. As the ratio is f~rth~~ r~duced, 
f ~ , .. 
f 1 + f . · In addition, other pulses of _area <2-,r contribute C - m · 
·t.·o_ the· discriminator output. The filte.r output then -assumes 
a Gaussian form, an ef~t estab,lished by the Central Limit 
7 ·.12 
-<Theorem.,_ ---~~hese results are ill.ustra·ted in Fig. (3.4). 
- --·-~~·: - ·--·--.- ---
-'l'hes e'. _e_f_:feQt~s _ pr9_yiq.~ __ the base fo-r the experimen-t 
- - ---·.· ·- . - - - -·-,-'------ ·-· -- -- ---·- --- .. ---- ---·--···--- -
....... · ....•....•... - -··•· · .. ·. -·~--··:and .. will be ·e:xpi'arnecr··tri deta:i.1 tn··· SeCtIOn·tv~·· ·.··· ... · 
• . .~ " -------~------ t -· ·.-· -----· ·r - - : . --
, 
. T .... 
--
. The p-0werOutput from. the bandpass filter ·is a- -funo-----
:~ 
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.tne clicks will e:qual t·he Gaus·sian .. co.mponent -power.-- ·Furthe._r 
_____ .. 
. . 
· reduct·ion -in. the· car~ier-to-noise ratio results i'n· · a rapid . __ 
-.,- - ~ . -c ' - .,....,~'\.. . ... 
-... -
,• 
• --. - 17 . ,. -~ 
. ' 
... increase in the number of clicks, and the power contributed by. 
- . 
the clicks will greatly exceed the power of the Gaussian com-
I ponent. In a region below threshold, therefore, the power will 
be determined by the click rate. For very low carrier-to-noise 
ratios the discriminator output again assumes a Gaussian~type 
output. 
Ri;e 4,ii sh~ed that the click rate is given by the 
-· 
where pis· the ratio of average carrier power to average input 
noise power, and· 2r is the expected number of zeros per second 
of th_e qu_~drature noise com-ponent. For a rectangular filter -
-
- ------- ... ·---------r-~=- B//-12 where- B is the bandwidth 1-n ·H·ert z ~ -.--- -- -·-------·-·-·---
,. 
· filter· r = a where a is the standard -deviation of -the filter. 
Including the contributj_-o_ns from both the clicks and the 
Gaussian noise component-, -th-e out_put sigrtal~to-noi~e r.atio 
.• 
_ can then be· ·shown·· t.o a.p:prc;uc1·mate the following (no. mo_.clµ.la.tio:n·):_ · 
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th:e cutoff frequency of the low-pass· output filter. For a. <-: 1 
- . -· J :no.rm.a'l · law oan_dpass filter· -·the approximat~on bec·omes 
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(3.24) 
where B = crl2n is ·the equivalent rectangular banQwidth of e 
the normal law (Gaussian) input filter, and S = n2B2 /2. The-' 
o e 




) on the 
input carrier-to-noise ratio is shown in Fig. (3.5). 
A computer simulation analysis of the noise dis-
tribution proble~ is also possible. Consider a narrowband 
n·o1se process with center frequency f · and bandwidth B << f . C C 
Representing the noise N(t) as 
·c· · 3-·., ·2·-· s· :_ .. )-· -_ 
.. · .. ' '. '. 
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for a rectangular bandpass. The coefficients are normally 
distributed randorn numbers, easily .generated in a computer pro-
~ gram. Tis a time period such that T >> 1/B. It should be 
, .. ~ 
selected to give a statistically significant time sample of 
the narrowband noise process (e.g., T = 10,000xl/B). The col-
. ,, lection of coefficients then offers a reasonable representation. 
of a time sample of narrowband random noise. 
With the above, for the.case of an unmodulated carrier 
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where A is the carrier amplitude. From eq •. (3.25) this becomes 
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where wm = wc form= O and a_M is equivalent to the first 
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M 
A cos w0 t + [ [xm(t)cos wet + ym(t')sin wet]· 
rn=-M 
( 3. 29) 






;· ,11 i. 
i 
t 
- ,·, ·-- ... ~--- -----=-------- -
Equi v·alently 
. .J.Vl . 
v(t) = 
,· A + __ ~ I: xm(t) cos wet + 
rh=-M 
-~---,. _· ·.·' ·- .• ' -·-:···.' ... -·-·-----·-. :--
·M= 
... 8. ym(t) 
m=-M . .• 
...... ·.,.,,.,,,.,,,,, · ..... 
. 
( ·,3· .•. 3:1 ): 
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where x(t) and y (.t) are the sums in the previous equation. 
The phaser diagram of Fig. (3.1)· now applies. . , 
..... ,-~ -.:..-






( ) _ -1 y(t) et - tan A+ x(t). 
-.. 
- [ A + X ( t ) J y· Ct ) - y ( t ) X ( t ) 
-
A 2 + x2 ( t) + y 2 ( t) + 2Ax ( t) 
\ 
.. (3.34} 
which is '~eparab le into. a function of x ( t )' .and a function of· 
'. 
·-. y (t). That is ",. 
--- ---- -- ,----------~----------- --- - . 
-- ·.· -. 
.e:c-t·_) -=. ·p <t )y <t): + s.:(-t·)x.<t.) -.'. (.3 •. 35:). 
.. . ·. . ·- •' ·- . 
,. 
1,, C.l 
The functions- J("[t) ~ y ( t), - x"(t) _ and· y ( t) :are· · varying. 
s l.owly \_i_n · compari:s on with the 
_y (t) c.an· be _e.as·11y· dete-rmi1ned 
n 
.----- . ·•··. -------:--.... ~ ... - . 
center frequency -w -. x ( t) and 
. .. . . - _C_ 
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as reasonable approximations when h << ! . However, h >> l/f0 
• • 
.is also possible for a valid representation for x(t) _and y(t). 
.,.- ... , ...... -
The actual value for h can be selected to give the desired 
accuracy. _,. 
.·~, 
The functions S(t) and P(t) are undefined when 




:A. - The behavio·r of P-{t') and- -S·(t )-
' ~ i 
' . 
1 
·are given in Figs. (3.6) and (3-.7) with A= 1. 




t:x:(t) + AJ2 :+ y 2 (t} = .o:4A2 • 
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~t ~ 1/lOB. A smaller time increment must be used for points 
inside the circle if the discriminator output is to be reasonably· 
approximated. 
A somewhat easier approach may use the same method 
with a square area defined by the following 
- .2A < y(t) < .2A 
(3. 39) 
- 1.2A < x(t) < - .BA. 
It is therefore necessary to find the values oft 
. -
- .- · whi-ch result in thei-:--. ~f-eo-±1±1-eoww-;bi-IJ.ngg_.-c-__ ---,--:---,,..__ ___ _ 
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X ( t ) = ..... ·, -A 
m 
y (t) = :0 
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and y(t) + 0 simultaneously. However, by selecting a reasonably 
small time increment, the loss .can be·· reduced to an insignifi-
cant value. That is, the probability of the occurrence of a 
- •, - -..- . --- ~ - ·--
pulse with a peri6d <~t decreases rapidly as 6t + 0 . 
.. 
After compiling the large quantity of data resulting 
from the computations described, the discriminator output 
6(t) = P(t)j(t) + S(t)i(t) (3.-3.-5·)--
·can be calculated where t = t + n~ t, ~t is des crib:ed above, 
'-0 
n is the sample number, and t is· the beginning of the time 
0 
period T. Then 
N 
T = L (t +nl~t __ .) .• o ,._ n · 
Il=?.l. 
~... ----·· -
No.te that .ltt. ~ :8::t i.s. not· .a c_on_s .. tian·t. 
. -··· . ,n 
,' 
N~ .. .1-$: t.he t-o.,ta·1 'nUJrib.er'· 
A-:.mo_re ·realistic - re,su·1t· m-ay· b>e· ob:tat:rred- '.b.Y _- ·11m1.t·1ng: 
.. 
·~=---t-he. maximum value of 16 (t) I, This represents an a,pproxima- . 
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r~ 
. < 
may be - the end product. of the system, 1. e. ~ the receiver output-~ . 
. The- ._.filter __ output qa·n be dete~min·ed · from the· f.i.lter character-
.. 
~ -~-
ist-ics and the calc.ula-te-d. dis
1
criminator ou·tpu·t .: _-
_,,, 
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IV. Experimental Determination of Noise Distribution 
The distribution of .noise was determined in a 3 kHz 
voice channel slot of an FM-FDM system operating in the thresh-
old region without modulation. The procedure followed was: 
· 1. Calculation of input noise power. 
2. Organization of a variable power carrier source-.. 
3. Recording of data for various carrier to noise 
power ratios and various baseband slots. 
4. Conversion of analog data to digital form. 
5. Computer analysis of digital data. 
6. Interpretation of computer results. 
Des~ription of FM System Equipment 
The major equipment used in the experimental system 
consis·t·ed of· the rnod-ulation· ·and de.modulation uni ts, a test 
multiplex system, :anq _step atten-uator:s to prod-uc .. e the de:sire:d_ 
•. 
carrier~to~rtbia~ power ratio~ 
" 
. 
,. _ T.-h_e equipment asso·ci:·<3./t.e·d w_i:tth _data recor:dtng. and 
'tri:e-:asUrin;g i-n-clu.ded RF power- m_e··t.e:.rs·, os·cilloscope ,; ~palog "Ciata. 
. M ,• •. > •';"I' -
.. 
rec.·order, ·analog-digital· ·data_ qonverte~ ,- _and. -aa·ta pro.c.es·s·i·11g 
· -~ · ·equipment/ .. , 
~-
A. detailed desct~iptio·n of the· -indi-.v:-idual _component 
~ 
C, • 
. , - __ r-_ - - ----- - --~~-- - - ·-- ·--- _-_ -=-- -
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. The carr·ie_r~to-noise ratio is · caiculated by includ-
. 1·ng 'the effeets of thermal noise _ p~us·:- the, no.ise · contribution 
:'· .... • 
. ,. 
r 




··- ·-·....... \ti 1-1,.)..1.:.. 
,. 
of the input preamplifier. The thermal noise power 
is 
P· = kTL\f watts 
. T 
where k is Boltzman's constant, Tis temperature in degrees 
Kelvin and ~f is the effective IF bandwidth. For 20°C and 
-14 · 
· an IF bandwidth of 3 MHz PT= 1.21x10 watts (-109 dBm). 
1··· 
The preamplifier has a noise figure of 7.9 dB, hence the 
effective input noise power is approximate·ly -101 dBrr1. 
26 
The thresholQ occurs at a carrier-to-noise power 
ratio· of approximately 10 dB. The carrier power at threshold 
would then be (-101+10) dBm= -91 dBm. The modulator provides 
a highly stable source of RF power at 70 MHz. With. an un-
.j" . 
modulat·ed output se~_t a.t -50 dBm (as measured with an RF power 
.. 
meter), the threshold carrier-to-no~~-e r-a.tio. is achieved by 
attenuating the . modula_tor out_put by 4i dB. Usipg a. va:r:t-ab;,le 
attenuator the carrier-to-noise ratio can be varied as,t,de,sired. 
,. . 
-about the threS.hold :r.e·g:i0n ... · Th:e. :~aµg·e ·of' -C./N ratios 'w~re · 
.. ·.s·elected ··from 1·8 ·a.B to -4· dB.···· This_·range e.xtend·s · from well 
. ... 
. ·-~----- . ' 
..... ,ll'7;. 
iJ 
--;:. - - --
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test multiplex was available which translates a ij kHz voice 
channel into one of five positions in the baseband. Th·e 
noise distribution with an unmodulated carrier was found in 




.. :. --- _\_ 
105 kHz and 290 kHz. The output from the DEMUX (demultiplexer)-
is passed through a 3 kHz low-pass filter (the 1 kHz differ-
ence providing a guard band). Since the carrier is unmodulated, 
the filter output contains ~niy the effective noise in the 
baseband slot. 
Data Recording 
The noise level at the filtered output varies ex-·· 
tensively with the carrier-to-noise input ratio. For a range 
, 
· of input C/N ratios from 18 dB to -4 dB, the average output 
. . 
·noise· power varies· ab-out 3-CJ-~dB. The variation of· noiS·e power 
-. w.ith_. input C/N rat_io for the 7·0 kHz slot. is. shown in Fig. (4":2) . 
. ' 
.. The qo~se imp.rovemen·t threshold and the secondary -·:OF· .signal 
suppr·ession · threshold regions can be clearly seen. To fa.cili~ · 
,-..· 
. ' . . ~ ·:V 
·t:at·e-·- r.ecording---a-nd processipg of .data, it w,as necessary ·to .. ; 
attenuate t·he -output to maintain a. ;reasonable range' of ·input __ __:_ 
. --·- ., 1'.e-ve~1-s to" th·e. re·c-ord:tng ·:··an:d p'r!o'cessin.g :e·cfuipm~rit ;· 
. -··- ;_·-;··~-----------
- -· . -
. .. 
-----.. -~,_ ........ _ .... __ . 
The. no.i~e ·-outJ)Ut, after attenuation, p-rovided the 
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distortion, a maximum input level of ±300 millivolts was chosen. 
Since occasional large amplitude excursions could be expected, 
it was necessary to provide a somewhat arbitrary limit on the 
number of excursions per second exceeding the ±300 millivolt 
limit. A maximum limit of 1 excursion in a 5 second period 
was accepted. This was achieved by observing the noise on the 
-
oscilloscope and .adjusting the output attenuation until the 
desired range was ·achieved. 
The processing of the data provided another reason 
ror limiting the range of input data. This will be explained 
subsequently. 
The .,p_r.a·ce_as · of collecting the desired data proceeded 
as follows. A ·10-second recording was made. of a 1000 Hz, 
, .. --.,, _ . .,, . ..., . 
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- ·>600 mv p·...:p ·sine w·ave as· a reference -rra·l-tbration -s1-gnal. ··· S·imi·1~ar--· j 
, I 
lO-second recordi~gs were made for each C/N ratio and· ~&ch 
~~. -
baseband slot. . The-io~second recordir1g: time was used to pro-
vide· &ev~ral ieconds for the re~or~er to reach prope~ speed and 
the remair:ii~g time in.terval for t·he acquisition of' data. The 
. ' " .•. 
. tape was marked to locat.e t.h·e· data and a 10-.second blat1,k spo·t 
was all..Cwed- between runs. In all, fifty·-f·i ve 10-second runs 
. were _r-eccrded for proces:Sing. 
, . "' - I • 
-- - - -
:.. 
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- - . . 
noise, the sampling theorem w·as :utilized with th~ aid of an 
-
- - - . --
analog-to-digital ·converter. The A-D converter ef:fe.cti vely 




measures a~s:i.gnal ·at" certain time interval.$ ·dete-r:rni.ned by, the' 
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·s.ampling rate, then ·provides a numerical value for each analog 
sample. In this case a sampling rate of 8000 samples per 
.. , 
second was selected to provide a complete description of the 
3000 Hz noise signal. A total of about 16,000-24,000 samples 
'f .. 
--(2-3 seconds) was taken from each 10-second recorded run. 
The characteristics of the computer program used to 
determine the distribution was the reason for maintaining a 
certain ra~ge on the ~ecorded anal9g data: Once the data was 
converted to digital form, it was recorded on digital tape. 
The computer program then analyzed it as a discrete variable. 
-4095 discrete levels, varying from -300 .mv .to ~+300 mv were 
used to assort the data. That is, the number of samples ~1th 
. ' ' 
- a value· between ntiv and (n_+l )lv wer.e counted, .where 
.value above +300 mv or bel·ow; -300 mv w-as -assigned the valu~ 
"'. 
-~--- . . 
of +300 mv or -300 mv r.espectively, i ... e., the upper lirnita-
t.-ion WBrS 600 mv· tY~l5. It can als-o be· see·.n t.hat the ~ange. of 
. I· 
' 
val-ues s .. hould be spread as much as pos.sible over the 600 mv 
limit. Otherwis·E=, .the number gf' groups would be· sma.11, and 
- --· --
.I I-~-- . . . . . . 
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The computer results-~or the distribution functions. ~ 
_, 
were plotted on normal distribution graph paper, examples of ~- ...... , .. -.- ,_ .... -----
. .. ...... . 
,7 I 
,; ·1 
·· · .which are given in Figs. (4.5) through (4.21). A representa- I 
0 
' 
tive selection of samples has been included for the range· of.-
C/N ratios studied. Graphs containing us~ful info~mation have 
been included. 
It can be seen that a ~ignificant departure from a 
normal distribution occurs at a C/N ratio ·or 10 dB. Consider 
Fig. (4.9) representing a_C/N ratio of 1·0 dB ~nd a '--baseband 
slot at_ 70 KHz. About 2 percent of t.he samples have a signi-fi-- --
- - - ~---
·-· -cantly higher magnitude than predicted by a normal distribu- .... 
' 
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graphs for 105 KHz and 290 KHz slots show a simi~eviation 
from a_normal·distribution, cf---; Figs. (4.10) and '(4.11) 
·respe·cti vel_y. The other C/N ratios sho_w:. h9 s.igni-.ficant 
. deviation, except for valu~s ·below the,_ • o:·5: percent po.ir1t -OV 
. . 
.aoove the -99.95· percent point. r·t_. must be no-ted,_ llowever;-
--·· - . ·- ... 
,. 
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T.able 4.1. - Comparison of Gaussian distribution with the 
probability distribution at threshold • 


















The occurrence of a non-Gaussian distribution in 
-the threshold. region has been expected. As mentioned pre-
viously, the discriminator output will be non-Gaussian over· 
most of the range studied. It is the use of the low-pass 
' 
output filter which ge-nerally causes the Gaussian ,,form of the 
,-_,I 
--- - -----. --------:·-;·L __ _ 
- -·· -:e;: -
outpµt (central limit th~orem). However, when the average 
. . 
·or the run (about 2-3 seconds), but less th'an f where· f is 
.m . m 
' . the output filter cut·off frequency, tne individual nature of 
. . . . . . . 
. . 
"clicks" .... the will become apparent. The ·output -.w11·1 then have 
- ·.a- non-Gaussian :d1·s-tribution. 
It· :h:as .be:en: shown :that ·,a :·2 dB decrease in the C./N· 
·:ra·tiq:_pea.I:' thr'eS:hold Ga~ IfrCrea:se- the cliCk. rat9 by -- a i'aC-tor 
. ,· .· 11 
approach·ing 100. · The .non-Gaussian o-µ·tput will: t·hen. occu1· _, 
.... , .... ;~,------- -- .,,. .. ·-· 
' •. 
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G = 40 dB 
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Appendix: Equipment . . ' \\ 
MUX-DEMUX - Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. 
The multiplex-demultiplex equipment was developed and 
· constructed at BTL to provide 3 IZH~ test channels with 
center frequencies at 70, 105, 290, 534, and 1002K.H5. 
The performance characteristics are comparable with the 
standard -Bell System type L multiplex equipment. 
DEMOD. - Radio Engineering Laboratories 
REL Type-1094 Receiver, 22770 Demodµlator. 
60 
The Type 1094 Receiver is designed for use in a forward 
propagation tropospheric scatter communications system. 
The demodulator section was used as a receiver at 70IVJHs 
( the IF freque·ncy of the trqpo receiver). ----
. . 
MOD ~- Radio Eng.ineering Laboratories 
REL Type 1093 Exciter, 22700 Modulatqr. 
The 22700 Modulator wa-s use-d. to provide a 701VIHB' carrier. 
· PREAMP - Bell Telephone Laboratories 
Developed at BTL for ·use with the REL 'equipmen.t- described 
above, the preampl_ifier has· a bandwidth of lOIVJHs with center 
frequency at 70MH~ and a noise figure of 7.9dB. 
OSCILLOSCOPE -.- . Tektronix.· 
·" Type 58 5A. 
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The equipment inside the dotted ,line in Fig. (4.1) 
is part of the TAPEX system developed and constructed 
at Bell Telephone Laboratories (Murray Hill, No J.). 
The system consists of remote digital data stations 
(including the analog to digital convertor) plus the 
! hardware and software necessary to convert the data 
to a form suitable for processing. The digital data 
is stored on magnetic tape for further processing on 
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